
Anti-Barricade Door with Full-Door Ligature Alarm

The most reliable anti-barricade access in 2 seconds 
with full-door intelligent ligature sensor

Safehinge Primera

Reliable, fast access.
Even under pressure.

• Intelligent full-door alarm detects ligature 
attempts all over the door - not just the 
top.

• Robustness built in – doorset passes 12 
ligature and abuse tests.

• Emergency staff access in just 2 seconds, 
even under patient pressure.

*The National Confidential Inquiry into Suicide and Safety in Mental Health. Annual Report: UK patient and general population data, 2009-
2019, and real time surveillance data, 2022, University of Manchester. Page 19, “The most common ligature points were doors 49%)”

Learn More
Watch the video here

Full-Door Ligature Alarm 
With live status monitoring

Turning the entire door into a weighing scale, 
we’ve developed the world’s first and only full-
door ligature alarm.

Zero Tolerance Mindset
Doors represent the single biggest risk for 
ligature-based suicides in mental health 
inpatient environments.* 

We all have to demand more from doors and 
reduce the risk.

Inpatient suicides are not inevitable - especially 
not on doors. That’s why we’re asking you to join 
us in challenging complacency.

SKU: ABDFLA
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Anti-Barricade Door with Full-Door Ligature Alarm
Safehinge Primera

Collapsible anti-barricade stop 
looks just like a regular doorstop, 
so is less noticeable than a 
traditional hinged stop, affording 
a residential feel

Clinical staff are 
positioned safely to 
one side while the 
stop is released by 
one hand, so they 
have a clear line of 
sight and are able to 
assess the situation 
within the room.

Discreet anti-ligature 
pivot system blends in 
better than a 
continuous hinge, 
emulating the home 
environment

Concealed 
anti-ligature door 
closer with a range of 
options, allows you to 
choose the mode of 
operation best suited 
to your care pathway
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The only visible 
metalwork on the 
bedroom side is the 
handle – just like at 
home
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2-second 
anti-barricade access, 
even under internal 
pressure

One key – Lifeline or 
8mm square drive – 
operates the vision 
panel and collapsible 
anti-barricade 
doorstop, so staff can 
observe and access 
quickly — keeping 
service users safer

Full-door alarm detects 
ligature attempts across the 
entire door – including the top, 
latch and threshold



Supports Clinical 
Observations

Clinical staff aren’t able to be 
everywhere at once. The full-
door ligature alarm immediately 
sends an alert to the nearest 
nursing station when a ligature 
is attempted - helping to 
minimise blind spots between 
observations and minimise 
ligature learning.

Unique Online Monitoring 
System

For increased peace of 
mind, Safehinge Primera has 
developed a staff dashboard 
system which allows estates, 
maintenance and clinical teams 
to easily monitor all doors 
where the alarm is installed. 
This includes real-time updates 
on the status of all alarms and 
low battery notifications.

Single Source Supply and 
Install

From specification right 
through to ongoing aftercare, 
the wireless system is 
managed by us - reducing 
the number of tradespeople 
involved and giving you the 
confidence that it’s installed 
and monitored by Hipac.

The fastest, most reliable anti-barricade access

A single release point controls the robust 
multipoint lock, giving staff entry in just 
two seconds.

Because of the position of the hinging point 
on the stop, any internal pressure helps 
end the barricade.

2 second emergency access Ideally positioned to offer assistance

Staff are positioned safely to the side, 
so they won’t be injured if the door is 
rammed. With a clear line of sight into the 
room, they’re in the best position to offer 
immediate assistance.



ABOUT HIPAC  
We are an Australian healthcare company that guarantees to stand 
behind all our medical products, both manufactured and imported, 
because we’re here for the life of our products and clients.

PO Box 797, 36 Long St. Goulburn NSW 2580, Australia
P.  +61 2 4823 0000  E.  info@hipac.com.au  
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Anti-Barricade Door with Full-Door Ligature Alarm
Safehinge Primera

Engineered By Experts 
• Recovery-led aesthetic
• Passed 12 abuse tests

• Accoustically rated up to 31dB
• Quick to fit
• 2-second emergency access

The Fastest Anti-Barricade Access

Our anti-barricade doorsets offers emergency 
access, with the collapsible anti-barricade stop 
providing access in just 2 seconds, even under 
pressure. Our locksets also have a complete 
staff override system, so staff can always gain 
entry, regardless of lockset tampering and 
blocking.

Rigorously Abuse Tested

All our products are extensively tried and tested 
to withstand day-to-day use and the most 
extreme abuse. This includes 12 rigorous abuse 
tests.

Supporting Clinicians

The full-door ligature alarm immediately sends an 
alert to the nearest nursing station when a ligature 
is attempted. This helps to fill in blind spots and 
provide peace of mind between observations.

The Highest Standards

Our doorsets are manufactured by our partners 
in compliance with standards and ISO 9001 
and Q-mark. Our locksets and handles are 
independently tested to TS001 certified.

With You Every Step of the Way
We recognise that our products exist to support good clinical practices and aid recovery. That’s why 
we ensure they’re not just easy to operate, but that we provide thorough training for use in emergency 
situations. 

Our aftercare offering covers you from the very first conversation you with us to on-going maintenance 
post installation.

Testing Training Aftercare


